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Abstract—Classifying whether collected information related to
emerging topics and domains is fake/incorrect is not an easy task
because we do not have enough labeled data in the domains.
Given labeled data from source domains (e.g., gossip and health)
and limited labeled data from a newly emerging target domain
(e.g., COVID-19 and Ukraine war), simply applying knowledge
learned from source domains to the target domain may not work
well because of different data distribution. To solve the problem,
in this paper, we propose an energy-based domain adaptation
with active learning for early misinformation detection. Given
three real world news datasets, we evaluate our proposed model
against two baselines in both domain adaptation and the whole
pipeline. Our model outperforms the baselines, improving at least
5% in the domain adaptation task and 10% in the whole pipeline,
showing effectiveness of our proposed approach.

Index Terms—domain adaptation, active learning, fake news,
misinformation detection

I. INTRODUCTION

The government (e.g., military units) and companies collect
various information over time via online platforms such as
news media and social media sites. Based on the collected in-
formation, stakeholders prepare planning and make important
decisions. Sometimes, newly collected information from an
emerging topic/domain may contain misinformation, and can
easily fool the stakeholders because they are not familiar with
the topic/domain. For example, military units may be inter-
ested in predicting veracity of information regarding recently
occurred Ukraine war. How can we quickly and automatically
determine the veracity? Especially, when we have limited
labeled data from an emerging target domain, can we take
advantage from other domains where we already have enough
labeled data?

On one hand, transferring knowledge from source domain
(i.e., other domains) to a target domain would be helpful in
terms of overcoming limited labeled data issue in the target do-
main, since there would be common characteristics describing
fake/misinformation across all domains. On the other hand,
since data distribution of source and target domains would
be different, simply applying the knowledge from the source
domain to the target domain may not work well. For example,
each domain may have the domain-specific terminology (e.g.,
words/phrases). If a model used it as a way to distinguish
between misinformation and real information, the model may

produce many false positives. What if we can get limited
number of labeled data (i.e., a budget) in multiple-rounds from
human experts for the target domain over time? What is the
best way to select each subset of target domain data to be
labeled?

The aforementioned problems motivate us to design and
develop an intelligent machine learning model, which can
automatically determine whether given textual information
(e.g., news article) is fake or true. The prior work focused
on either only domain adaptation [1; 2] for text and image
data or active domain adaptation for image data given single
source domain [3; 4]. However, researchers have rarely paid
attention on active domain adaptation for textual data given
multi-source domains.

Therefore, we propose an energy-based domain adaptation
with active learning. Our proposed domain adaptation ap-
proach will focus on minimizing classification error of the
source domain data and minimizing free energy difference
between source and target domains called domain alignment.
In active learning, our approach will focus on minimizing
recently labeled target domain data’s classification error and
minimizing free energy difference between source and target
domains. We explore a few active learning strategies to see
which one produces the best result. In this paper, we limit the
input as textual data without accessing other auxiliary/external
data (e.g., social interaction information) for early detection.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize related work in fake
news/misinformation detection, domain adaptation and active
learning.

In fake news/misinformation detection, researchers focused
on building a model based on content (e.g., news itself,
news comments, social media posting), social engagement and
consumer’s preference. For example, [5] proposed content-
based approach to learn content representation via feature
learning and deep learning. [6] incorporated news comments
to enhance the learning process and overcome labeling effort.
Since confirmation bias plays an important role when a user
determines whether he/she is going to consume content of
news or social media posting, researchers developed a user
preference-aware fake news detection model [7].978-1-6654-8045-1/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE



Fig. 1. Two-stage learning of our proposed framework.

Domain adaptation is a subcategory of transfer learning,
aims to build a model from a single or multiple source domains
and apply the model to a target domain. Researchers mostly
focused on learning a domain-invariant feature representation
learning [1; 8; 9; 2]. A weakly labeling approach for the target
domain was proposed to further enhance the performance of
a model [10].

Recently, researchers proposed methods to conduct domain
adaptation with active learning [3; 4]. For example, Xie et
al. [4] proposed an energy-based approach for an image
classification task. This work is the most closely related to
our work. However, the main differences between theirs and
ours are our energy-based loss function is different from theirs,
and a way to fine-tune a model given labeled data from the
target domain by active learning is different. In addition, their
two-stage active learning approach is different from our active
learning strategies. In this work, we mainly focus on text data
and combine multiple source domain data instead of one single
source for one target domain.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

We propose an energy-based domain adaptation (EDA) with
active learning for fake news detection. Figure 1 shows a
general view of our proposed approach which consists of two
stage learning: (i) domain adaptation and (ii) active learning.

In the domain adaptation, given source domain’s training
data with labels and target domain’s training data without
labels, a pretrained language model’s tokenizer tokenizes each
document (i.e., a news article in this paper) into tokens. We
chose BERT as our encoder, which processes input document
and produces a vector representation. Note that we can replace
the encoder with any other language models such as GPT-3 and
T5. As illustrated in the figure, BERT tokenizer adds [CLS]
and [SEP] tokens to tokens from the input document. In the

end, [CLS]’s vector representation, which captures meaning of
the input document, is fed to fully connected neural network,
which produces logits. Since our fake news detection task is a
binary classification task, the logits contain two scalar values.

Inspired from energy-based models [11; 4], we interpret
each logit value as energy corresponding to each class. In
the training process, we minimize true class’s corresponding
energy. When x is a high-dimensional variable and y is a
discrete variable, a correctly trained model/energy function
E(x, y) should produce the lowest energy to correct class
and the highest energy to incorrect class. For example, given
a fake news article, our model should produce small energy
corresponding to “fake news” class and high energy to “real
news” class. Formally, in the prediction, the energy-based
model should produce a class ID/value y̆ which returns the
smallest energy:

y̆ = argminy∈Y E(x, y) (1)

In training the domain adaptation, we focus on minimizing
two loss functions – source domain’s supervision (i.e., fine-
tuning BERT by the source domain’s training set) and free
energy difference between source and target domains called
domain alignment (i.e., unsupervised learning).
Ls−classification is measured as follows:

Ls−classification = E(x, y; θ)2 + exp(−E(x,ȳ;θ)) (2)

where y is the true class and ȳ is the other/incorrect class
given a news article from source domain’s training set.

The intuition behind of Eq. 2 is that the model tries to
minimize the loss by minimizing energy of the correct class
and maximizing energy of the other/incorrect class.

The second loss LD−Alignment is measured as follows:

LD−Alignment = max(0,Ex∼DSF (x; θ)− Ex∼DT F (x; θ)) (3)



where free energy is measured by F (x; θ) =
−log

∑
y∈Y exp(−E(x,y;θ)). The main purpose of the

domain alignment loss is to minimize free energy difference
between source domain and target domain.

Finally, we combine the two loss functions as follows:

LDA = LS−classification + λ ∗ LD−Alignment (4)

where λ is a hyper-parameter to tune importance of each loss
in the domain adaptation process.

As shown in Figure 1, once the model is trained by the
domain adaptation, we run active learning, which iteratively
subsamples some instances from the target domain’s training
set based on a predefined budget and gets true labels from hu-
man experts/the oracle. Then, we use labeled target instances
to further train our model. We conduct the active learning
multiple rounds to see whether which active learning strategy
contributes the most positively, improving performance of the
model.

In each round, once we got labeled sample from the target
domain, we further re-train the model, and then measure the
following loss function. The training process is to minimize
the following loss:

LAL = LT−classification + λ ∗ LD−Alignment (5)

where again, λ is a hyper-parameter to tune importance
of each loss in the active learning process. As the name
LT−classification indicates, we measure classification loss of
labeled target samples. LD−Alignment tries to keep similar free
energy between source domain and target domain.

We consider two types of active learning strategies: (i)
random selection (EDA-random) and (ii) uncertainty-based
selection (EDA-uncertainty). The uncertainty-based selection
approach estimates each target domain training instance’s
energy of being fake news and being real news, and selects
top-k most uncertain instances, which have the smallest energy
difference.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We answer the following research questions:
• RQ1: What is the effectiveness of our approach in domain

adaptation?
• RQ2: What is the effectiveness of our approach with

active learning?
First of all, we describe datasets and experiment setting. Then,
experiment results are presented.

TABLE I
THE STATISTICAL INFORMATION OF THE DATASETS.

Datasets Fake Real
GossipCop 4,252 4,252
PolitiFact 260 260

Health 1,997 1,997

A. Datasets and Experiment Setting

Dataset. Three fake news benchmark datasets were used for
experiments: GossipCop (gossip), PolitiFact [12] and Health

DETERRENT (health) [13]. Each dataset contains news con-
tent and labels (i.e., fake news or real news). Table I presents
each dataset’s statistical information. We evaluated our model
and baselines under the standard balance setting. We utilized
the BERT-base tokenizer to tokenize each news article and
used BERT-base as the encoder.
Experiment Setting. Each dataset was split to training, val-
idation, and test sets with a ratio of 70%, 10% and 20%,
respectively. We selected one of the datasets as a target domain
dataset, and the remaining two datasets were used as a source
domain dataset by combining them together. We did this
process three times so that we could have three pairs of
source datasets and target dataset. Given a pair, we trained
our model by the labeled source domain training set and
unlabeled target domain training set in the domain adaptation,
and then trained our model by the labeled target domain
training data sampled by an active learning strategy, and source
and target domains’ training sets for domain alignment. The
target domain’s validation set was used for hyperparameter
tuning. Finally, the optimized model was evaluated over the
target domain’s test set. We applied the same setting to all
baselines as well. We report the average results over the three
pairs of source and target domains.

We compare our model with two baselines: EADA [4] and
BERT with cross entropy (our own baseline). EADA utilizes
a two-stage active learning method in which first selects top-k
samples from target domain training set by free energy, and
then further sample instances from the top-k samples based on
uncertainty. BERT with cross entropy is only compared for the
domain adaptation task.

For a fair comparison, We used the same experiment setting.
For example, BERT-base was used as encoder for our model
and the baselines. We conducted a grid search for the learning
rate in a range of 0.00008, 0.00005 and 0.00001. λ was set
as 0.1 in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, following the prior work [4].
RAdam optimizer was applied. In the domain adaptation, all
the models were trained for 15 epochs. We saved the best
checkpoint at the end of each epoch and report the test result
for checkpoint with the best validation accuracy score. The
saved checkpoint was used in the active learning stage. In the
active learning, a budget was 15 (i.e., sample 15 instances
from unlabeled target domain training set) and four rounds
were run. We repeated experiments three times with different
seeds, and the average result was reported. We implemented
our model with PyTorch1 (version 1.11.0) and used Hugging
Face BERT-base-uncased as the encoder and tokenizer.

Since the datasets were balanced, we utilized accuracy as an
evaluation metric to represent the performance of our approach
and the baseline methods.

B. Results

Table II shows experiment results of our EDA and two base-
lines (EADA and BERT) in the domain adaptation task. Our
approach was better than two baselines in the first two pairs

1https://pytorch.org/



TABLE II
PREDICTION RESULTS OF OUR MODEL AND BASELINES IN THE DOMAIN ADAPTATION WITHOUT ACTIVE LEARNING (S: SOURCE, T: TARGET).

Method S: health&gossip S: gossip&politifact S: politifact&health Avg. AccuracyT: politifact T: health T: gossip
EADA 51.2% 63.4% 55.5% 56.7%
BERT 58.3% 61.7% 57.2% 59.0%
Our EDA 63.5% 65.9% 56.8% 62.0%

TABLE III
PREDICTION RESULTS OF OUR MODEL AND A BASELINE WITH ACTIVE LEARNING AT 60 LABELED TARGET TRAINING DATA (S: SOURCE, T: TARGET).

Method S: health&gossip S: gossip&politifact S: politifact&health Avg. AccuracyT: politifact T: health T: gossip
EADA 72.4% 88.0% 54.0% 71.4%
EDA-Random 81.7% 87.9% 65.0% 78.2%
EDA-Uncertainty 86.8% 85.0% 65.3% 79.0%

Fig. 2. Prediction results with active learning over four rounds, each of which
received true labels of 15 instances sampled from the target domain training
set.

and was competitive in the third pair. EADA performed poorly
compared with the other baseline and our model. It means
that their loss function, which tried to minimize correct class’
energy and maximize overall energy, did not learn the decision
boundary properly. Overall, our approach outperformed the
baselines, and achieved at least 5% improvement compared
with the best baseline (BERT).

Next, we measure the effectiveness of our model with active
learning against EADA. Figure 2 shows how prediction per-
formance has changed as we get more labels from unlabeled
target domain training set. Our EDA with two active learning
strategies outperformed the baseline (EADA), achieving about
10% improvement. Table III shows more detailed results with
60 labels. Limited labeled data (i.e., 60 labels) already signifi-
cantly improved our model’s performance compared with one
without active learning (i.e., 62% vs. 79% accuracy of EDA-
uncertainty), indicating the effectiveness of active learning.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an energy-based domain adapta-
tion with active learning for fake news detection. Our model
outperformed baselines in both domain adaptation and the
whole pipeline, achieving at least 5% and 10% improvements,
respectively. In the future, we will investigate a more ad-
vanced domain adaptation approach, which learns each source
domain’s importance/similarity to a target domain instead

of simply combining two source domain data. We are also
interested in studying more advanced active learning strategies.
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